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Abstract: Transport layer security protocols ensure secure and encrypted 
communications on the internet. The security of TLS protocols relies on 
properly validating digital certificates containing the public keys of domains 
during the handshake authentication. These certificates are issued by certificate 
authorities (CAs). However, mis-issued certificates have been used to attack 
users. To monitor CA behaviour, certificate transparency (CT) and a 
decentralised system, instant karma public key infrastructure (IKP) were 
proposed, however, they do not tackle domain misbehaviour. Based on CT and 
IKP, a decentralised system is proposed using the Ethereum framework to 
handle the misbehaviour of domains and enhance the security of TLS. The 
proposed system utilises CT logs to detect and respond to domain 
misbehaviour. 
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1 Introduction 

Data communication security on the Internet is ensured by TLS protocols. These 
protocols are widely adopted and involve the verification of digital certificates received 
by TLS clients from domains using the public keys provided by certificate authorities 
(CAs) (Namratha et al., 2021). However, the reliance on CAs to verify domain 
certificates validates the rogue certificates issued by them as well. Such certificates can 
be used to attack unsuspecting clients and there is no mechanism to warn them against 
such attacks (Namratha et al., 2021). Incidents of CAs being compromised have been 
reported in the past, resulting in domains receiving invalid certificates. Also, there have 
been incidents of CAs having mis-issued certificates by mistake (Namratha et al., 2021). 
Thus, the fragile CA system is a vulnerability of TLS (Namratha et al., 2021). 
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CT was proposed to facilitate the quick identification of rogue certificates. CT created 
a framework to make the web public key infrastructure (PKI) transparent by providing 
public logs to monitor and audit digital certificates issued by CAs. However, CT suffered 
some limitations due to its centralised nature. To mitigate these short-comings, instant 
karma PKI (IKP) was proposed which provided a decentralised, blockchain-based 
solution to detect CA misbehaviour (Namratha et al., 2021). 

CT and IKP focus primarily on detecting and responding to CA misbehaviour, 
however, domain misbehaviour in using digital certificates is not considered (Namratha 
et al., 2021). To monitor domain behaviour, a decentralised, blockchain-based system is 
proposed. Such a system could use CT to detect domain misbehaviour and enhance the 
security of TLS (Namratha et al., 2021). 

In this paper, we make the following contributions: 

 We propose decentralised domain authentication (DDA), a decentralised system 
based on CT and IKP to handle domain misbehaviour. 

 We discuss the system design and various entities involved in the system. 

 We implement a system prototype using Ethereum blockchain, utilising CT logs and 
online certificate transparency protocol (OCSP) (Santesson et al., 2013) to validate 
digital certificates. 

 We analyse the feasibility of the prototype in terms of gas fee charged for each 
operation involved in the system. 

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses certain key terminologies, 
explores the problem statement and existing solutions. Section 3 discusses the proposed 
solution, including the evaluation methodology, key components, high level design and 
prototype implementation. Section 4 discusses the implementation results. Section 5 
presents a summary of the paper, whereas Section 6 discusses future work, including 
possible system enhancements. 

Figure 1 TLS 1.2 handshake 
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2 Literature survey 

2.1  Key terminologies 

1. TLS handshake authentication: This initiates the TLS connection between client and 
domain by establishing a cipher suite for the session and verifying the certificate 
provided by the domain (Bhargavan et al., 2014) (Namratha et al., 2021). Figure 1 
illustrates the steps involved in the handshake (Cloudflare) (Namratha et al., 2021). 

2 Smart contract: Smart contracts are user-defined, self-executing programs stored on 
the blockchain that automatically enforce consensus and also automate the execution 
of agreements in the blockchain network (Delmolino et al, 2016; Namratha et al., 
2021). A blockchain is an append-only linked list-like data structure consisting of a 
chain of individual records called blocks (Nakamoto, 2008; Namratha et al., 2021). 

3 Ethereum: Ethereum is one of the most popular blockchain frameworks. It is a 
decentralised, open-source, global platform for decentralised applications (dApps) 
with provisions for stateful smart contracts to be built and run, and uses a 
cryptocurrency known as ether (Namratha et al., 2021). It can be used to create 
business, financial and entertainment dApps. Values can be persisted in the 
blockchain through the smart contracts and can be used in various invocations 
(Ethereum) (Namratha et al., 2021). 

2.2 Existing systems 

A combination of symmetric and asymmetric key cryptography is used by TLS protocols 
to establish cipher suites and ensure a secure and encrypted channel on the internet 
(Rescorla, 2018; Namratha et al., 2021). Clients and domains establish a secure session 
using asymmetric key cryptography, and symmetric key cryptography is used to 
exchange data in the secure session (Namratha et al., 2021). To establish the secure 
session, TLS clients receive digital SSL certificates when a secure, encrypted connection 
to a domain is requested (Namratha et al., 2021). SSL certificates contain the information 
about the domain, including its public key and are signed using the private keys of CAs. 
The CA signature is verified using its public key which is embedded in the client 
browser’s key store (Namratha et al., 2021). Since the signature verification is done using 
the public key of the CA, a mis-issued certificate is technically valid and trusted. 

Several cases of CA failures, misbehaviours and man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks 
have been reported in the past. These include the Comodo Fraud Incident (Comodo, 
2011), the Verisign Microsoft incident (Microsoft Security Bulletin, 2001), the Google 
ANSSI incident (Langley, 2013), the DigiNotar breach (Hoogstraaten et al, 2012), the 
MITM attack targeting popular websites such Google, Yahoo and Skype (Mills and 
McCullagh, 2011), and the Spanish CA Camerfirma incidents (Mozilla, 2021). 

As stated in Section 1, CT was proposed to make the web PKI system transparent. It 
provided an open framework to log, monitor and audit digital SSL certificates publicly, 
facilitating the detection of rogue certificates (Laurie et al., 2013; Namratha et al., 2021). 
Laurie et al. (2013) defines a cryptographic component called Merkle hash tree used in 
CT and defines Merkle audit paths and Merkle consistency proofs which can be used to 
verify efficiently that a certificate has been logged. Laurie et al. (2013) also specifies the 
CT log format and API endpoints to add certificates to a log, retrieve consistency and 
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audit proofs from the log and retrieve log entries. While Laurie et al. (2013) defines the 
first version of CT, Laurie et al. (2021) proposes a second version of CT and specifies 
that CT logs must support either version 1 or version 2 as the versions are incompatible. 
Google’s CT is a very popular and widely deployed log-based PKI and is supported by 
the major browsers such as Firefox and Chrome (Namratha et al., 2021). 

Revocation Transparency (RT) was a supplementary system that was proposed to 
enhance CT (Laurie and Kasper, 2012; Namratha et al., 2021). This system provides an 
efficient mechanism to view a list of revoked certificates and examine the revocation of 
certificates (Namratha et al., 2021). The revocation status of a certificate can also be 
determined using OCSP, which stands for online certificate status protocol (Santesson  
et al., 2013). Using OCSP, the client can send an OCSP request to an OCSP responder. 
The OCSP response contains the revocation status of the certificate, and can be one of 
‘good’, ‘revoked’ or ‘unknown’. 

As noted in Namratha et al. (2021) CT had the following limitations (Matsumoto and 
Reischuk, 2017): 

1 CT requires a centralised and consistent source of information for secure operation, 
however, there is no protocol to periodically synchronise the logs securely 
(Namratha et al., 2021). Google’s CT has specified a list of authorised logs 
(Certificate Transparency known logs, 2016a), and they must conform to certain 
operational standards, as noted in (Certificate Transparency log policy, 2016b). 

2 CT does not provide sufficient incentivisation for monitoring CA behaviour, due to a 
greater cost of operating a log than the benefits for the log operator (Google: 
Certificate Transparency: Feb 2014 survey responses, 2014; Namratha et al., 2021). 
Also, no compensation is provided to those who discover unauthorised digital 
certificates (Namratha et al., 2021). 

3 Though CT provides an efficient mechanism to monitor CA behaviour, responses to 
misbehaviour are delayed and not automatic (Namratha et al., 2021). 

As stated in Namratha et al. (2021), an alternative approach called DANE or DNS-based 
Authentication of Named Entities was proposed to eliminate or replace CAs from the 
TLS ecosystem (Hoffman and Schlyter, 2012). This approach uses DNSSEC or domain 
name system security extensions (Arends et al, 2005) to store the public keys of domains. 
However, CAs could not be precluded by this approach (Namratha et al., 2021). 

IKP is a decentralised, Ethereum blockchain-based system that was proposed to 
mitigate the defects of CT (Matsumoto and Reischuk, 2017). It is a system that not only 
provides automated responses to CA misbehaviour but also incentivises the monitoring of 
CA behaviour (Namratha et al., 2021). IKP’s architecture proposes entities called 
reaction policies (RPs) and domain check policies (DCPs). These policies specify the 
CA’s reaction to a detected misbehaviour, which is typically a compensation paid to the 
entity that detects the misbehaviour, and the domain’s criteria to computationally 
determine the validity of a domains’ certificate, respectively (Namratha et al., 2021). The 
system also includes entities known as detectors that report unauthorised certificates and 
monitor CA behaviour. 

Despite the enhancements provided by CT and IKP, CT and IKP do not tackle the 
case of misbehaving domains (Namratha et al., 2021). Also, these systems do not propose 
any solution to mitigate denial-of-service (DoS) attacks (Xia et al., 2017; Namratha et al., 
2021). Domain misbehaviour takes place when a domain deliberately does not use 
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certificates in the CT log for its own benefits, or when a domain deceives clients by 
fraudulently impersonating a genuine one, which could lead to a phishing attack 
(Namratha et al., 2021). 

Xia et al. (2017) propose a decentralised, Ethereum blockchain-based system called 
enhanced TLS domain authentication (ETDA) that ‘supplements CT and IKP and 
responds to domain misbehaviour by enforcing automatic punishments, in addition to 
compensating the client for such a misbehaviour during TLS handshake authentication’ 
(Xia et al., 2017; Namratha et al., 2021). Xia et al. (2017) also provide a proof for the 
economic feasibility of the incentivisation mechanism using game theoretical models 
(Weibull, 1995) based on the Nash Equilibrium [Osborne et al., (1994), p.14]; Namratha 
et al., 2021). 

3 Proposed solution 

3.1 Evaluation methodology 

As noted in Namratha et al. (2021), the evaluation of a proposed solution satisfying the 
requirements stated in Namratha et al. (2021) can be performed as follows: 

1 The solution must define a deterministic, unambiguous criteria for domain 
misbehaviour. 

2 The solution must provide a computationally efficient decentralised mechanism to 
detect the misbehaviour. 

3 The solution must automate the responses to detected misbehaviour, and the 
responses must be immediate. 

4 The solution must sufficiently incentivise those who monitor domain behaviour and 
punish the misbehaving domains. 

5 The solution must avoid and prevent DoS attacks in all circumstances. 

3.2 Key components 

The following are the key components of the proposed system (Xia et al., 2017; 
Namratha et al., 2021): 

1 Domains: Domains participate in TLS handshake with clients and issue domain 
reaction policies (DRPs) that specify the domain’s reaction to the event of sending an 
invalid certificate to clients and breaking the clients’ trusts. They are required to 
register DRPs and identity information to participate in the system (Namratha et al., 
2021). 

2 Clients: Clients receive digital certificates from domains during TLS handshake and 
issue client check policies (CCPs), that specify the criteria for a valid certificate. 
Clients can monitor domain behaviour by purchasing the domain’s DRP. Clients 
register CCPs in Ethereum blockchain to participate in the system (Namratha et al., 
2021). 
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3 Smart contract: The smart contract provides different functions that perform the 
operations of each entity participating in the system. It also maintains a contract fund 
to escrow funds and provide rewards. The contract is accessible to all registered 
entities of the system (Namratha et al., 2021). The incentivisation mechanism of the 
system is implemented through the smart contract. 

4 Ethereum blockchain: It is a ‘decentralised platform providing a transaction 
framework and incentive nature to participants’ (Namratha et al., 2021). It is a 
distributed ledger that can be validated by various nodes participating in the network. 

3.3 Domain reaction policy 

Figure 2 shows the proposed design of a DRP (Xia et al., 2017). The system requires that 
a domain must issue a DRP when registering in the system (Namratha et al., 2021). The 
various fields in a DRP are explained in Namratha et al. (2021). 

Reaction contract is a smart contract address that contains the implementation of the 
domain’s reaction to its misbehaviour. 

Figure 2 Structure of DRP 

 

3.4  Client check policy 

A client must register in the system by issuing a CCP (Namratha et al., 2021), whose 
proposed design is shown in Figure 3 (Xia et al., 2017). 

Figure 3 Structure of CCP 
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The various fields in a CCP are explained in Namratha et al. (2021) Check contract is the 
smart contract address that checks a digital certificate’s inclusion in CT logs, validity and 
revocation status. Through the Check contract, the client can establish the criteria for 
domain misbehaviour. 

3.5 Operations 

As explained in Namratha et al. (2021), the following are the fundamental operations 
provided by the system (Xia et al., 2017): 

1 Client and domain registration: The system provides the necessary interfaces and 
operations for clients and domains to register CCPs and DRPs respectively in the 
blockchain using the smart contract (Namratha et al., 2021). 

2 Purchasing DRP: To monitor domain behaviour, a client must purchase the domain’s 
DRP. The purchase fee is transferred to the corresponding domain (Namratha et al., 
2021). 

3 Certificate check: The client uses the check contract in its CCP to validate a 
domain’s certificate (Namratha et al., 2021). 

4 Misbehaviour reaction: In the event of detecting domain misbehaviour by a check 
contract, the Reaction contract in the domain’s DRP is executed, which causes a 
series of transactions to occur (Namratha et al., 2021). The transactions and 
payments allow the system to implement its incentive mechanism, making the 
solution economically viable and feasible. These are explained in Section 4-G. 

3.6 High level design 

An overview of the high-level architecture of the system is given in Figure 4 (Namratha  
et al., 2021): 

Figure 4 High level design of DDA 

 

As explained in Namratha et al. (2021), the smart contract provides functions for client 
and domain registration. Client registration involves CCP registration, whereas domain 
registration involves DRP registration. The client and the domain participate in a TLS 
Handshake authentication to establish a secure connection, which includes the domain 
sending its digital certificate to the client. The smart contract also provides functions to 
purchase DRPs, check domain certificates, and trigger the misbehaviour reaction. 
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The blocks in Figure 4 represent the blocks in the Ethereum Blockchain network. 
These blocks store all the transactions in the Ethereum Blockchain network, providing a 
distributed ledger to all nodes in the network (Namratha et al., 2021). 

Figure 5 System architecture of DDA 

 

3.7 Design 

The design of the proposed system is illustrated in Figure 5. The system consists of two 
entities – a client and a domain. Both the entities interact with the system through a web 
interface, which provides dashboards to register CCP and DRP, update them, purchase 
DRP, check certificate, check CCP and DRP status, and view account information. The 
system provides separate dashboards for the client and domain. The clients and domains 
are required to have a cryptocurrency wallet to interact with the system. Although there 
are many cryptocurrency wallets available, MetaMask has been used for the system 
prototype. The front-end of the web interface interacts with a back-end server to verify 
whether a domain can be accessed on the Internet and to fetch a domain’s certificate and 
interacts with the deployed contracts on Ethereum blockchain through remote procedure 
calls or RPCs. Figure 5 also shows the interactions between the deployed contracts in the 
Ethereum blockchain. The system’s web-interface interacts with the deployed DDA 
contract, which in turn interacts with the Check contract in the Client’s CCP, and the 
react contract in the domain’s DRP. 

To realise the incentivisation mechanism of the system, various parameters and 
payments were defined (Xia et al., 2017): 

1 Escrow parameter (α): determines the amount of ether escrowed by the system when 
a DRP is purchased by a client. 

2 Termination parameter (δ): the minimum amount of ether a client receives for its lost 
trust in a domain. 
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3 Termination payment (t): the fund split between a client and a domain, when the 
client terminates the domain’s DRP before its validity expires. 

4 Internal misbehaviour payment (m): the fund received by a client when it detects an 
invalid certificate. This compensates the client for any security risks that it would 
suffer during TLS. 

5 Contract fund payment (f): the fund paid to the DDA contract. This replenishes the 
contract fund and ensures that it always has sufficient funds to continue its 
operations. client terminates the domain’s DRP before its validity expires. 

Table 2 summarises the rewards and punishments for the various entities in the system in 
the domain behaviour and misbehaviour scenarios. Table 3 provides an overview of the 
various events and their corresponding transactions that occur in the system (Xia et al., 
2017). It also provides the amounts that are exchanged in these transactions. 

Table 1 List of parameters and their values 

Parameters Values 

Escrow parameter (α) 0.3 

Termination parameter (δ) 0.3 

Internal misbehaviour (m) 0.9 

Contract fund payment (f) 0.3 

Termination payment (t) 0.4 

Client registration fee (rC) 0.001 ether 

Domain registration fee (rD) 0.01 ether 

(Client and domain) update fee (u) 0.001 ether 

Note: The parameters are multiplied by the DRP price (p) to get the value in ethers. 

 ,        Total funds S m t f    (1) 

 ,  * ( )        CClient Termination Payment t δ θ t δ    (2) 

where θ is the proportion of termination (0 <= θ <= 1) calculated using the DRP valid 
from and valid to dates 

 1:  1   Constraint m δ   (3) 

 2 : ( * )  Constraint α S t  (4) 

Table 2 Rewards in domain behaviour and misbehaviour scenarios 

Events 
Entities 

Client Domain DDA fund 

Domain behaves –p p 0 

Domain misbehaves (-1 + m + tC)*p (1 – m – tC – f)*p f 

Note: p is the DRP price. 

The user must also pay a registration fee when registering in the system, and an update 
fee to update the registered details. These parameters are used in calculating the total 
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funds (S) and the termination payment for the client (tC) and must satisfy certain 
constraints to ensure rewards to the client and punishment to the misbehaving domains. 
Table 1 provides the list of parameters and their corresponding values used in the 
implementation of the system prototype. 

Table 3 Transactions in various events in the system 

Event From To Amount 

Register client Client CF rC 

Register domain Domain CF rD + (m+f)*p 

CF DRP (m+f)*p 

Purchase DRP Client CF p 

CF Domain (1 - α*S)*p 

Detect internal misbehaviour DRP CF (m+f)*p 

CF Client (m+tC)*p 

  α*S = α*S - tC 

Expire DRP    

(Domain misbehaviour detected) CF Domain α*S*p 

Expire DRP    

(Domain misbehaviour not detected) DRP CF (m+f)*p 

CF Domain (α*S)*p + 

  (m+ f)*p 

Notes: CF is the DDA contract fund and DRP is the registered Domain’s reaction policy. 
p is the DRP price. 

The domain dashboard allows the user to register a DRP, update the details of a 
registered DRP, check the DRP status, view the amount escrowed by the system, and also 
expire the DRP. To register a DRP, the user enters a valid domain name, the name of the 
DRP issuer, the user’s public wallet address, the DRP version, the DRP valid from and 
valid to dates, the DRP React contract address, and the price of the DRP in ether. The 
domain is verified by calling the verify API of the back-end server, and if valid, the 
details are sent to the deployed DDA contract. As shown in Table 3, the user pays rD + 
(m+f)*p ether when registering a DRP, and the DDA contract sends (m+f)*p ether to the 
DRP React contract. This ensures that the React contract has sufficient balance to pay the 
DDA contract when its trigger() method is called by a client. The user can also update the 
DRP issuer name and the valid to date through the dashboard. 

A domain can check its DRP status through the dashboard. The DRP status can either 
be valid or terminated or validity expired, or both terminated and validity expired. As 
shown in Table 3, (1 – α*S)*p ether is escrowed by the DDA contract when a client 
purchases the domain’s DRP. A domain can also view the total escrowed amount through 
the dashboard. Once the DRP validity has expired, the domain can expire its DRP to 
claim the escrowed amount and also the amount deposited in the DRP React contract, 
given it was not triggered. The web interface also provides a screen to view the domain 
details in brief. 

The client dashboard allows the user to register a CCP, update the details of a 
registered CCP, check the CCP status, purchase DRPs, view the details of purchased 
DRPs and check a domain’s certificate. To register a CCP, the user enters a client name, 
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the public wallet address, the CCP version, the CCP valid from and valid to dates and the 
CCP Check contract address. As shown in Table 3, the user sends rC ether when 
registering a CCP. The user can also update the CCP valid to date through the dashboard.  

A client can check its CCP status through the dashboard. The CCP status can either 
be valid or validity expired. A client can purchase DRPs through the interface as well. 
Only those DRPs whose validity has not expired and React contract not triggered can be 
purchased. The client sends p ether to purchase a DRP, p being the DRP price. The 
dashboard also displays the details of purchased DRPs, that include the domain name, the 
DRP valid from and valid to dates, the DRP price, the date when this domain’s certificate 
was last checked, and an option to check this domain’s certificate. The web interface also 
provides a screen to view the client details in brief. 

When a client checks a domain’s certificate through the dashboard, the getsct API of 
the back-end server is called. The server then establishes a TLS connection with the 
domain and parses the domain’s certificate received in the TLS handshake to extract the 
signed certificate timestamp (SCT) details (Laurie, Langley and Kasper, 2013), (How CT 
fits into the wider web PKI ecosystem). The SCT details are extracted using the OID 
(OID Registry) for SCT. The server also sends an OCSP (Santesson et al, 2013) request 
and parses the OCSP response to get the revocation status of the certificate. The API then 
returns these details to the web interface, which are then sent to the DDA contract. 
Further, the DDA contract sends these details to the CCP’s Check contract which 
determines if the certificate is present in the CT logs or not and if it is revoked. If the 
certificate is not logged in the CT logs, or is revoked, the domain is deemed to have 
misbehaved and the trigger() method of the DRP’s React contract is called. The 
transactions that occur in this scenario are shown in Table 3. If the Check contract finds 
that the certificate is valid, no transactions occur and the DDA contract updates the last 
checked field in the purchased DRP details. 

The DDA contract maintains the state of the blockchain through mappings of client 
and domain details. It also maintains an array of registered domain names, allowing the 
contract to reject the registration of duplicate domains. The client details include the CCP 
details, the wallet addresses of the domains whose DRPs were purchased, and a mapping 
of the last checked dates for the DRPs. The domain details include the DRP details, the 
DRP price and the escrowed amount. To ensure ease of interaction among the DDA, CCP 
Check and DRP React contracts, two abstract contracts are defined – one for the CCP 
Check contract, and the other for the DRP React contract. Clients and domains are 
required to inherit their CCP Check contracts and DRP React contracts from these 
abstract contracts respectively, and the DDA contract verifies this at the time of client 
and domain registration. The abstract contracts provide some virtual methods which the 
inherited contracts can override, for example, the abstract contract for the CCP Check 
contract defines a virtual method check() which can be overridden by the inherited CCP 
Check contract, giving a client the freedom to specify the criteria to detect domain 
misbehaviour. The DDA contract also maintains an array of the log IDs of certain trusted 
CT logs, which are obtained from (Certificate Transparency Community Site-List of 
Known Logs). This array is passed to the CCP Check contract at the time of client 
registration. 
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4 Results 

A prototype of the proposed system has been implemented using ReactJS (ReactJS Docs) 
and Material UI (Material-UI Docs) for the web interface, Node.js and Express for the 
back-end server and APIs, and Solidity v0.6 (Solidity Docs v0.6.0) for the smart 
contracts. The Truffle (Truffle Docs) package was used to compile and deploy the smart 
contracts to a local blockchain provided by Ganache. The prototype was also packaged 
using Docker. A list of known CT logs were used in the system (Certificate Transparency 
Community Site-List of Known Logs). 

The smart contracts and the server APIs were tested using the Mocha and Chai 
JavaScript libraries. The tests included both unit and integration tests. We have used the 
following valid and invalid domains to test the domain behaviour and misbehaviour 
scenarios as shown in Table 2: 

1 valid domains 

 google.com 

 github.com 

 facebook.com 

2 invalid domains 

 no-sct.badssl.com 

 revoked.badssl.com 

 expired.badssl.com 

 self-signed.badssl.com. 

Thus, the system prototype was able to identify invalid certificates such as those that are 
not logged in any CT logs, revoked certificates, expired certificates and also self-signed 
certificates. Using Truffle, the smart contracts were also deployed to the Rinkeby test 
network, and the web interface and the server were hosted on Heroku. 

The deployment costs of the smart contracts, as well as the gas cost of the various 
contract operations have been estimated using Ganache and Remix IDE. It is to be noted 
that the gas cost of the write operations varies depending on the size of the data to be 
written, hence a reasonable estimate was obtained. The following tables summarise these 
costs: and do not consume any gas unless they are called from those functions that 
modify the Blockchain state. 

Table 4 Deployment costs of the contracts in gas 

Contracts Gas 

DDA 3967537 

Check 466477 

DRPReaction 215099 

As seen in Table 4, the deployment cost of the DDA contract is significantly greater than 
that of the Check and DRPReaction smart contracts. This is due to the storage of the log 
IDs of the trusted CT logs when deploying the contract, which is a comparatively 
expensive operation. From Table 5, it can be seen that Register Client is the most 
expensive write operation. This is because when a client registers in the system, the 
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client’s Check contract receives the list of log IDs of the CT logs used by the DDA 
contract. The Check contract then stores these values in a mapping data structure, which 
is a comparatively expensive operation. However, this significantly reduces the cost of 
the Check certificate operation, as searching for values in a mapping is an O(1) operation. 
This trade-off results in a higher gas cost when a client registers in the system, but makes 
the check certificate operation cheap and efficient, as can be seen in Table 5. The read 
operations shown in Table 6 do not consume any gas unless they are called from those 
functions that modify the blockchain state. 

Table 5 Gas cost of the write operations in the dda contract 

Operation Gas 

Register client 731,865 

Update client 29,582 

Register domain 241,629 

Update domain 30,580 

Purchase DRP 122,881 

Check domain certificate (valid) 54,899 

Check domain certificate (invalid) 69,536 

Delete DRP from client list 24,069 

Expire DRP 56,278 

Note: These operations modify the blockchain state. 

Table 6 Gas cost of the read operations in the dda contract 

Operation Gas 

Check client registered 1,174 

Check domain registered 1,219 

Get client details 5,923 

Get domain details 8,747 

Get DRP purchase details 11,449 

Get number of DRPs 1,110 

Get number of client purchased DRPs 1,227 

Get client purchased DRP details 11,567 

Check CCP status 5,779 

Check DRP status 6,652 

Note: These operations read the state of the blockchain. 

5 Conclusions 

DDA is a decentralised system based on CT and IKP for detecting and responding 
automatically and immediately to domain misbehaviour. Smart contracts on Ethereum 
Blockchain are used to implement the various operations provided by the system. The 
system enhances the security of TLS protocols in establishing a secure, encrypted 
connection between clients and domains by monitoring domain behaviour in using 
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certificates. By monitoring domain certificates, the error behaviour of domains is 
restricted. The system also sufficiently incentivises clients and domains through rewards 
and punishments. Our system differs from ETDA in the sense that our system utilises a 
set of predefined CT logs that are supported by the major browsers today to verify digital 
certificates. Also, OCSP is used in conjunction with CT logs to validate digital 
certificates. Our system also differs in the transactions that occur during domain 
interactions with the system. 

6 Future work 

The following can be considered as future enhancements of the system: 

 When registering in the DDA contract, a domain can use a DNSSEC based-proof to 
show its control over the DNS name. In the implemented prototype, any valid 
domain which is present on the Internet can register, but the system does not verify 
the association of the DNS name with the entity that is registering in the system. 

 Clients and domains can register different versions of their CCPs and DRPs 
respectively. The CCP would call the corresponding DRP version to trigger the 
payments in the system. 

 Certificate checking can include the verification of SCT signatures in the domain 
certificate. Verification of signatures in Ethereum is a prohibitively expensive 
operation which can be optimised in the future. 

 Virtualised lists and tables can be used to effectively handle large data from the 
blockchain, thus improving the performance and efficiency of the dapp. 

 More efficient implementation of the smart contracts to reduce the gas associated 
with the functions without compromising on security. 
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